Selecting BroadbaidgCoiiectivit
foBrgtouBrgSchool
Management Summary
This paper sets out in broad terms a process for deciding (a) whether at any
particular time a broadband upgrade is adiisable and (b) if so what issues need to be
considered when selecting a supplier.
After the Introducton we set out the extent to which the School
Development Plan defnes the requirements of the broadband connection. Haiing
defned the school’s iarious objectiies what leiel of broadband is required to
support them? This section proiides a defnition of fthe cloud” and makes some
general comments about seriices increasingly being proiided in this way.
In order to decide whether an upgrade is required the site’s current usage
needs to be audited to see whether the existing connection is restricting the ability
of staff and students to fully utilise the tools and content aiailable online.
For schools that are part of multiisite organisations (be they formal Multi
Academy Trusts or a looser collectiie such as a senior school purchasing for itself
and feeder primaries) there is a discussion around the issues of mult-site purchasing
of broadband seriices. In such cases there are additional contractuall fpolitical” and
legal complications that need some consideration if the contract is to proie
sustainable and ft each member’s needs in the longer term.
There then follows a more technical discussion on the appropriateness (What
connecton type is Appropriatet) of two particular technologies (symmetricl
asymmetric) and proiisioning (Fibre Leased Linel FTTPl FTTC). The most appropriate
is a contract deliiered oier either as a Fibre Leased Line or FTTP but these are not
always readily aiailable or affordable. The key recommendation is that any contract
should future proof connectiiity by proiiding an easyl predictablel and capital
costless upgrade path to higher speeds as required.
Challenges to schools’ ability to proiide the ideal broadband connection at a
reasonablel sustainable cost i particularly in rural areas i are noted here.
What you should be looking for in a potential supplier is considered in What
to expect from a suppliert This looks at both the physical infrastructure and its
management together with iarious optional seriices which can be supplied either by
the main supplier or a third party.
There follows a brief reference to the goiernment’s Local Full Fibre Initatve
(LFFN) which includes the potential for connecting schools to the Internet iia FTTP
and is currently (2018) being piloted in seieral regions of the UK.
Finallyl there is a summary and Conclusion followed by a Glossary of terms.
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Introducton
The purpose of this document is to offer some guidance to school leaders and
technical managers on what to look for when considering a new broadband
connection for their school or group of schools.
Broadband andl more generallyl a connection to the Internet is now an
essential seriice for schools. Decisions on the typel leiel of bandwidth required and
supplier are critical ones that will haie a huge impact on the ability of a school to
meet its educational and other objectiies for years to come. As suchl it is one that
the Senior Management Team (SMT) must fully engage with.
This NEN guidance note is broken into seieral sections which proiides a
framework to help the SMT and Technical Manager collect the information
necessary to make an informed decision. The main sections aree

The School Deielopment Plan

Current usage

What technologies are appropriate

What to expect from a supplier

The Local Full Fibre Network goiernment initiatiie

Conclusion.

School Development Plan
Introducton
This section asks questions of the School Deielopment Plan. You may haie had these
discussions already and come up with answers that ft your own circumstances. If sol
then what follows should giie you comfort that the direction you are going in is the
right one.
Howeierl if the impact on the local broadband connection of deielopments in
the use of the Internet to support teaching & learning and school management has
not been well airedl then this document will proiide some prompts for internal
discussion.
In what follows we discuss three broad arease The Cloudl Teaching &
Learningl and School Management.

What is "The Cloudt"
There are multiple defnitions and faiours of fThe Cloud” (Publicl Priiatel Hybrid
(see here)) but in this context the features expected of a Cloud seriice are basically
the followinge (From PC Magazine)

(Self Seriice) The customer signs up onlinel actiiates and uses the
hardware and software from start to fnish without phoning a proiider to
set up an account. Of coursel tech support is aiailable if necessary.
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(Scalability) Additional seriers can be quickly confgured to process more
data or to handle a largerl temporary workload such as Web trafc oier
the holidays.

(Speed) Major cloud proiiders are connected to the Internet iia multiple
Tier 1 backbones for fast response times and fault tolerance.
It is clear that more of the critical seriices used by schools are being deliiered
iia the cloud where applications and seriices are hosted remotely and accessed oier
a broadband connection rather than being installedl managed and run locally.
Hosted seriices and data – stored in a public or priiate cloud – can be accessed
fanytimel anywhere” andl potentiallyl from any deiice.
The seriices proiided iia the cloud range from simple document storage (e.g.
Dropbox)l to educational course deliiery (e.g. Moodle)l school management systems
(e.g. SIMS) and what can loosely be described as user seriices including Ofcece3l
webibased email and GoogleApps. In this context faiailable online” and fin the
cloud” can be considered to be synonymous.
In addition to these ftraditional” Cloud seriicesl there are new ones
appearing which haie preiiously been core local network seriicese for example
frewallsl antiimalwarel antiiiirusl webiflteringl etc.
For some seriices currently deliiered locally (e.g. local fle seriersl Moodle
installations and SIMS) it is clear that some will migrate to the Cloud in future. The
decision on whether to make this migration in any particular case will depend the
answers to a few key questionse

is my data secure?

is the proiider company stable (i.e. is it likely to suriiie in the long term)?

can I extract my data to moie to another proiider (i.e. will I be flocked
in” to this proiider?)

what is the cost/beneft of usingl or moiing tol a cloud based system

are the facilities identical in both the local and online iersions.
As part of the cost/beneft analysis it should be remembered that cloud
seriices can place a signifcant load on a school’s LAN and broadband connectionl
both downstream and upstream. This is particularly the case in larger schools where
large numbers of pupils and staff are likely to require simultaneousl concurrent
access. Andl just as importantlyl connection reliability is paramount as loosing the
broadband connection means that you haie no access to any cloud based seriices i
and teaching time lost can neier be regained.


Teaching and Learning
There are a number of issues around teaching and learning that need to be
considered when thinking about implications for the school’s broadband connection.
Online Tools
This is arguably the area where future demands on the broadband connection will be
greatest. There appears to be an inexorable rise in the number of commercial tools
for a range of seriices that can be useful in the educational arena. These seriices
may be free or subscription based and can be diiided further into those designed
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and marketed to schools and those that are more generic. In the case of ffree” sites
it should be noted that there may be eisafety issues related to their use in school so
particular care needs to be exercised.
Such is the range of tools aiailable now that no subject will be without some
online tool or other that would be useful to it i from composing and recording music
online to high quality natural history iideos or satellite mapping for geography.
Some examples includee

Image editing and storageh

Video editingl storagel and streamingh

Audio editingl storagel streamingh

Computerl Programming/codingh

Mathematicsh

Music Composing/Scoringh

Ofce Tools (writingl spreadsheetsl presentationsl etc.).
While some of these tools can work on limited bandwidthl where there are
multiple users working simultaneously with a range of tools a fastl reliable
connection is a necessity.
There is also an increasing tendency for software licenses to require Internet
access eien if the application itself is installed locally to enable the publisher to audit
and track licence usage byl for examplel limiting the number of concurrent instances
on the local network to the number of fseats” purchased. If the broadband link fails
then it is likely that no instances at all will be allowed to start.
Online Storage
Typical online storage seriices include Dropboxl Boxl GDriiel etc. These seriices
proiide document storage andl in most casesl some limited playback facilities (e.g.
imagesl mpcs. etc). While an account will haie a total storage limitl depending on
the planl indiiidual fle sizes are essentially unlimited. If a fle needs to be
downloadedl editedl and reiuploaded in a reasonable time both up and download
speeds need to be adequate for the number of users expected to be utilising the link
at any one time.
A related seriice is cloud based backup. It is possible to use Dropboxl for
examplel as a backup store for indiiidual users but specialist products will be
required to implement a robust regime for wholeisite user data and serier backup.
In this case clearly a reliable connection will be essential whether the backup is run
as an oiernight job or in realitime.
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
BYOD is the term used to describe the connection of a personallyiowned deiice (a
laptopl smartphone or tablet) to a WiiFi network proiided by a company or other
organisation such as a public libraryl uniiersity or school.
BYOD can bring many benefts for schools offering the potential to increase
accessl encourage selfidirected learning and opportunities for increased learner and
parental engagement. But it also introduces new risks that need to be managed. For
examplel users can access the Internet both iia the school WiiFi as well as their
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mobile carrier bypassing any school fltering and iirus/malware scanning with
obiious eisafety and network security implications.
Eien where these risks haie been planned for there mayl depending upon the
number of deiices actually usedl be an unacceptably large impact on the school’s
local WiiFi network and Internet connection as users access bandwidth hungry
applications on their mobile deiices. There is also the added issue of untested or
poorly coded Apps which may not adhere to standards and cause a multitude of
problems on the local network (e.g. fooding the gateway with requests when denied
access to the Internet or ignoring distributed proxy setngs) which will be disruptiie
and costly to troubleshoot.
Mult-site
Many schools operate as a member of a cluster. You may be a multiicampus schooll
a group of schools in an Academy Trust or a cluster of schools working together iia a
wide area network (WAN). Being part of a managed WAN can enable all sites to
access the Internet oier a single broadband connection. Howeierl each site still
needs a connection to the main one either directly (iia a point to point link) or by
setng up a VLAN iia an ISP.
In this case care must be taken to make sure that (a) the single broadband
connection has adequate bandwidth to coier the aggregate demand of all the
member sites and (b) the inter site connections are adequate for each participant in
the WAN.
In some cases you may be working within a multiiagency cluster with other
public (or possibly commercial) userse in these cases there is the added necessity to
make sure that data passing across the WAN or Public Seriices Network (PSN)
enforces appropriate security leiels for all users. For examplel there must be no
possibility of data from a medical centre being accessed or intercepted by a school
user.
It is likely in these multiisite scenarios that the actual purchase of the
broadband connection will be undertaken either by a flead agency” (e.g. an RBCl
Local Authorityl PSNl Academy Trustl etc.) in consultation with the other members
orl possiblyl as a joint exercise with all members taking part in the contract
negotiations. Some potential lead agencies (RBCsl PSNl Goiernment Departmentsl
for example) will already haie been out to OJEU tender for a framework contract
which enables the purchaser to choose from a range of suppliers where the
competitiie tendering requirements haie already been met.
In these cases the indiiiduals sites must decide whether to join based on the
same considerations outlined in the rest of this guidancee i.e. do I need to upgradel
does this contract deliier what I need in the medium to long terml and is it ialue for
money?
Online ExaminatonssAssessment
Teaching materials at all educational leiels are increasingly aiailable online with
assessment of the student’s grasp of the course’s aims and objectiies. This
assessment can be either continuous or periodic but in either case the reliability of
the broadband connection will be critical.
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It seems to us ineiitable that there will be pressure on schools from both
goiernment and the examination boards themselies to take examinations online
whichl together with automated marking and continuous assessmentl haie the
potential to offer considerable fnancial saiing to the exam boards (and hencel
perhapsl to schools’ examination budgets).
If examinations are to be taken online then this is another case where not
only the actual bandwidth of the connection is important (one could eniisage iideo
being used in some examsl for instance) but also its reliability and resilience. It will
be critical that there are no network issues throughout the examination period as
they haie the potential to be seriously disruptiie and disadiantage examinees. A
backup line can proie inialuable in the unlikely eient that the school’s main
connections is affected in this way.

School Management
When considering schools’ broadband requirements there is a natural tendency to
focus primarily on the requirements of teaching and learning. Howeierl Internet
access is increasingly important to all school operationsl administration and
management and the broadband requirements of these seriices should not be
underestimated. For examplee

updating school websites and other systems to support communication
with parentsl goiernorsl etc.h

proiiding secure remote access to local management information system
(MIS) data and other locally held resourcesh

proiiding secure access to Cloud based seriices (e.g. where schools haie
migrated to a Cloud based MIS it is critical that school staff haie reliable
access to the data held there)h

remote backup and restore capabilities in support of disaster
recoiery/business continuity planning.
Such facilities are essential for dayitoiday operations and again underline the
importance of reliable and resilient connectiiity i broadband is now an essential
utility for schools not a fnice to haie” option.
Notee when considering a moie to a Cloud based seriice that will contain
personal data (both of staff and pupils and includingl for examplel family
relationshipsl medical detailsl assessmentsl etc.) special consideration needs to be
giien to ascertaining GDPR (EU General Data Protection Regulation) compliance. For
examplel there is a requirement that data is not transferred out of the EEA European
Economic Area) for sharing or storage.

Current Usage
The School Deielopment Plan details the medium to long terms aims for your school
andl as discussed aboiel what broadband connectiiity will need to be in place to
support them.
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This does not mean that you need to buy now what may be required in fie
years time. What it does meanl howeierl is that if (see what follows) you need to
upgrade now then your needs in fie years’ time should be assessed and may
infuence what to purchase.
The iery frst question must be fDo I need to upgrade my broadband now?”
If you are coming to the end of a contract and need to renew thenl clearlyl this is an
ideal time to engage fully with the process of securing a long terml future proofl
robust broadband connection. If you are not in that position then the question
becomes fDoes my current broadband connection meet my short term needs?”. If
the answer is fyes”l then you do not need to upgrade yet. If it does not meet them
then you need to upgrade i and what you upgrade to should be a long term solution
not a quick fx.
But lets look at the fyes” answer aboie a bit more carefully. How do you
know it is meeting your needs? Has there been any analysis of the demand on your
current connection oier time? Haie you had any issues with webisites not loading
quicklyl or iideo buffering unacceptably at certain times of day? These could be signs
of a connection which is on the edge of being oierloaded.
It is essentiall thereforel that in either case the demands your users are
currently making on your broadband connection are measuredl ideally oier at least a
few weeksl so you can quantify your current and future bandwidth requirements.
If your current supplier is unable to proiide historic usage data (hourlyl up
and down stream) either as a table or graphically then you will need to monitor it
yourself. The deiice doing the monitoring needs to be located on the local network
so that all trafc must pass through ite typically this will be a routerl frewall or some
other deiice confgured as the default gateway for all clients on the local network.
If such an analysis shows that peak usage is regularly near or exceeds 80% of
capacity then you need to increase capacity soon. Looking at the medium term you
need to consider the likely future increases in demande an annual increase of just
23% implies that it will almost double in only three years.
In addition to measuring the current usage of the broadband linkl it is also
important that the health of the LAN is checked. Increasing use of the Internet will
place more demand on the LAN so it is important to check for botlenecks there. For
examplel what is the load on the local router? Haiing a c00Mbps Internet
connection will not improie performance if the local router is limited to 100Mbps
throughput. Similarlyl is the network design optimal? Haie all old hubs been
replaced by managed switches?
Finallyl you need to check that the bandwidth you are receiiing from your
current supplier is what you haie paid for. It is important to note that what you
actually receiie at any particular time of day will depend on current network
demands oier which you haie no control. Ifl for examplel you are on a shared or
contended line the fheadline” speed may not be aiailable at busy times of day.
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Mult-site purchase
There are a couple of issues that are particular to purchasing for multiple sites. The
most important from a legal perspectiie is whether the total contract ialue is aboie
the EU limit. If it is then a full tender process is required. Note that for contracts
placed after March 2019 these rules may change as a result of the UK leaiing the EU
(see here). For a single site the contract ialue is unlikely to exceed the current
threshold of 221k Euros but it may for some large Academy chains or MATs buying
for all their members.
Another issue which will require some atention before letng a contact for
multiple sites is the contractual arrangements between the flead” site (i.e. the site
or legal entity that will sign the contract with the supplier) and the other sites
iniolied. The following are some questions that may need to be clarifed before the
contract is signede

On what basis will costs be allocated?

How will the bandwidth supplied to each member site be monitored?

How will upgrades to a member’s bandwidth allocation be handled?

What are the contractual responsibilities of the lead to the members. For
examplel if there is a broadband link failure does a member site haie
some legal claim against the lead site or are they reliant on them sorting
out the problem with the supplier in a timely manner? What if the issue
lies with the lead site itself and not the broadband supplier?

Similarlyl do members haie responsibilities to the lead byl for examplel
haiing adequate and agreed security measures in place?

Who is responsible for ensuring GDPR compliance?

Will there be some form of joint network management plan or will the
lead take on (and be giien) this responsibility?

What connecton type is appropriatet
Two Questons
This section discusses two particular technical (and potentially contentious) issues
which need consideration.

Should I only be considering a symmetric connection or is an asymmetric
one adequate?

What is the difference between Fibre Leased Linesl Fibre to the Premises
(FTTP) and Fibre to the Cabinet (FTTC) and which is fbest”?
These questions will be considered in broad terms and the discussion is aimed
primarily at the technical person in the team responsible for making the purchase.

Symmetric v Asymmetric
There are many defnitions of symmetric and asymmetric but in the context of
published broadband speeds the difference between them aree
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a symmetric broadband connection means that upload and download
speeds are the sameh

whereas an asymmetric connection means that the download speed is
greater (typically) than the upload speed.
The adiice that is sometimes giien is that you should always prefer
symmetric oier asymmetric. Howeierl as is so often the casel it is more complicated
than that!
Firstlyl you need to understand the upload and download speeds you are
actually using now and expect to need in the mid to long term (see the discussions
aboie). This will depend on the sitee how large is itl how much Cloud usage is being
planned forl its location (rural/urban)l etc. Then you need to factor in the cost of the
broadband connections aiailable in your area.
As the aiailable bandwidth increases the beneft of symmetric oier
asymmetric diminishes. Ifl for examplel the only cost effectiie connection aiailable
for a particular school is a low speed one then a symmetric connection will be
superior to an asymmetric one where the upload speed willl typicallyl be much lower
still. Ifl howeierl you haie access to fast broadband then an asymmetric connection
could be perfectly adequate depending upon the balance of the upload and
downloads speeds.
This is why it is so important to understand your current and potential future
use before signing a contract.
If a connection can be bought such that there is a clear upgrade path to
higher speeds during the life of the contract with no additional set up costs so much
the beter. Which brings us neatly to FTTPl FTTC and Fibre Leased Lines.


Fibre Leased Line

A Fibre Leased Line (FLL) is more expensiie than FTTP/FTTC 1 but offers the fastest
and most fexible connection speeds aiailable. With FLL the fbre is run from the
local exchange directly to the premises (i.e. not iia a local street cabinet) and is uni
contended.
FLLs can offer speeds in excess of 1Gbps in both directions and are
particularly suitable for larger schools. The terms of the contract will specify the
upstream and downstream bandwidths aiailable to the client. It is important to
notel howeierl that this capping is controlled by the endpoint hardware (e.g. router)
and/or software. At any timel it is possible to raise the cap subject to increased
bandwidth charges andl possiblyl the cost of upgrading the endpoint(s).
As with all connection optionsl aiailability in your areal their relatiie costsl
and the school’s needs will need to be carefully considered when making the
decision on which type to choose.

1

The term FTTP coiers two distinct technologies and is also used
as a product name by Openreach which can lead to confusion. In this document FTTP is taken to mean fbre
from the local street cabinet to the client premises which is typically a high speedl contendedl asymmetric
connection. Fibre Leased Line is also an FTTP connection but isl typicallyl unicontended and symmetric.
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FTTPsFTTC
What are FTTC and FTTP? Fibre to the Cabinet (FTTC) and Fibre to the Premises
(FTTP). There are some more extensiie defnitions here but the essential difference
is in the last leg of the connection into a site.
With FTTC there is a fbre to the nearest local street cabinet (often a green BT
box in a nearby street) but from there to the site copper or coiaxial (e.g. Virgin
Media) cable is used which limits the deliierable bandwidth. The maximum possible
bandwidth will iary depending on the quality of the cable and the distance to the
nearest street cabinet. This is why the speed of any seriice deliiered oier FTTC
(including ADSL which is typically deliiered in this way) is iariable eien to sites
seried from the same cabinet. In additionl FFTC and ADSL are contended meaning
that the actual bandwidth deliiered at any particular time will also depend on the
leiel of other users’ demand.
FTTP uses fbre from the cabinet into the premises so the whole network
transit to the customer is oier fbre but may stilll depending upon the Telco's policyl
be contended. There will be limits on the up/download speeds controlled by the
hardware on each end of the fbre which the supplier will use to offer multiple
contracts at iarious prices. This allows the supplier to manage the demand on its
own network and offer choice to customers who can opt to buy a cheaper deal
(slower speed) or a more expensiie (faster) one which meets their particular needs.
From a school’s perspectiie the ability to haie easily upgraded bandwidthl
together with the option to choose the most appropriate balance of up/download
speeds andl cruciallyl to upgrade without incurring additional set up charges makes
FTTP a good choice if it is both aiailable and affordable.
If FTTP will not be aiailable locally within a reasonable timescale or at a
reasonable cost thenl while it is not the optimal solutionl FTTC technology can
proiide a cost effectiiel reliable solution and is currently being utilised to connect
many schools. Howeierl it should be realised that this technology does suffer from
performance issues in that speed is diminished by both distance from the street
cabinet to the customer site and other users’ demands on the network. Distance can
be particularly problematic in rural areas.
As noted aboie (Symmetric i Asymmetric) there is nothing inherently bad in
asymmetric technologies (which typically FTTC is) but it becomes a problem if the
fundamental deliiered bandwidth is low.
The critical issue here is whether the bandwidth aiailable to the schooll
howeier it is proiidedl meets their current and future needs. That is to sayl is it
adequate to proiide the essential seriices required in the shortl medium and longer
terms. For examplel good access to cloud seriices (Ofcece3l Google Apps for
Educationl etc.)l enabling collaboratiie working between schools that are part of
multiisite groupingl remote/offsite backupl etc.
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Type of
connecton
FTTC
(Asymmetric)

FTTP
(Asymmetric)

Fibre Leased line
(Symmetric)

Constructon
Copper from
the school to
the cabinetl
shared fbre
from cabinet
to exchange.

Fibre from
school to
cabinetl
shared fbre
from Cabinet
to exchange.

Dedicated
fbre from
school to
exchange (not
shared).
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Increase bandwidth in the
future
No
Seriice supplied as up to
80M download 20M upload.
Bandwidth achieved will
depend on the quality of the
copper connecton and
contenton with other users
at tmes of peak usage.
Currently three iariantse
80M download 20M upload
1e0M download c0 M upload
cc0M download 30M upload

Suitable
Fundamentally domestic
product but can be used
in small schools.
Upload bandwidth can
be an issue for cloud
services where only
limited bandwidth is
achieved.
Small / medium sized
schools.
New seriice with limited
geographical aiailability.

Possible to upgrade between
iariants.

Can incur large set up
construction costs where
there is not already fbre
to the school and/or a
cabinet has to be
enabled.

Normal iariant bandwidths
100Ml 1G and 10G.

Medium sized and large
schools

Proiiders can cap
bandwidths to reduce costs.

Commercial high quality
seriice.

Possible to upgrade to the
maximum iariant bandwidth.

Can incur large set up
construction costs where
there is not already fbre
to the school.
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Challenges
One of the main challenges for schools wanting to buy what they consider the most
appropriate leiel of bandwidth to support their educational aims and objectiies is
the lack of adequate local broadband infrastructure (e.g. street cabinets and
telephone exchanges).
Metropolitan areas are generally beter seried in terms of the aiailability of
fbre connectiiity than schools in rural areas. There is also greater competition
between suppliers in metropolitan areas with a number of new entrants to the
market in recent years. The majority of fbre costs relate to the capital outlay
required to complete the ciiil works iniolied in deploying it to the street cabinet
and/or the premises. Hencel these costs tend to be lower in metropolitan areas due
the shorter fbre runs required.
As schools in rural areas tend to be sited much further from the existing
infrastructure installation costs can be prohibitiiely expensiiel eien when
aggregated across a local authority or region.

What to expect from a supplier
There is a distinction to be drawn here between the physical infrastructure and the
seriices that run oier it. These seriices can be broken into two arease those that
allow the network to be managed effectiiely and otherl possibly optionall seriices.
Physical Infrastructure
It is important to know how the bandwidth is proposed to be deliiered by a
potential supplier and the guarantees (or more often the lack of) offered by the
supplier that the bandwidth contracted for will be deliiered. If there are no
guarantees then at the iery least there must be penalty clauses and opt outs so that
if the bandwidth requested cannot be deliiered then either refunds can be made or
the contract can be ceased without penalty.
The reason for understanding how the bandwidth will be deliiered is
twofold. Firstlyl as an indication of the likelihood that the bandwidth will be
deliiered reliably. For examplel a proposal for high bandwidth oier copper ADSL is
unlikely to be deliiered consistently because of the inherent limitations of ADSL.
Secondlyl the means of deliiery will also giie an indication of the potential for
upgrades to faster speeds as school demands rise. Sol for examplel FTTC may be able
to deliier relatiiely fast broadband but is unlikely to be able offer transparent
upgrades to the higher speeds that FTTP can offer.
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Management Services
A managed network will enable quality of seriice (QoS) to be implemented andl by
prioritising trafcl enable beter performance and support of ioicel iideo and other
priority applications. This also utilises the connection most efciently so that the
contracted capacity is aiailable at all times and particularly when demand is
greatest.
The physical broadband network must be proiactiiely managed 24/7 by the
proiider and should include managing software updates to their own equipment
(both central and located fon site”). The customer should be alerted by SMS/email
as soon as issues are detected or predicted (ifl for examplel usage is consistently
greater than an agreed trigger pointl sayl 80% of capacity). It should be noted that
this does not mean that you need to haie (and pay for!) a 24/7 support desk i ofce
hours is usually quite adequate if the network is being managed properly.
The network management system should offer the ability for customers to
email fault reports and seriice requests out of hoursl as well as proiide access to
critical parameters (e.g. a fdashboard” showing current and historic usagel outagesl
etc.).
As with any contact for seriices there should be agreed seriice leiels
embedded in an SLA (Seriice Leiel Agreement) with defned penalties. These may
range from refundsl typically offset against the next charging periodl to the option to
cease the contract.
Seriice leiels should include targets for bandwidth proiision and uptime (e.g.
greater than 99%) and helpidesk responses times.
Finallyl as it is almost certainly the case that personal information will be
carried across the broadband linkl it is your responsibility to check that all suppliers
are fully GDPR compliant.
Other Services
The seriices in the preiious section must be proiided by the broadband supplier as
part of their contract. This sections notes some other seriices which may be supplied
by the same company or could be supplied under a separate contract with third
parties. The decision of which to do will depend on the site’s own circumstancesl the
supplier’s ability to proiide the seriice(s)l and the comparatiie costs which should
include the cost of purchasing and managing multiple contracts instead of one.
A possible adiantage of using third parties is the ability to change the
supplier(s) of these seriices without haiing to reiprocure the broadband connection
itself.
Typical of these optional seriices aree

Virus/Malware protection

AntiiSpam (to preient spam emails from eien reaching your email serier
whether is a local system or a cloud based one)

Safeguarding (inappropriate sitesl grooming etc)

Web fltering

Denial of Seriice (DoS) atack suppression

Security (e.g. external frewall)

Support for Virtual Priiate Networks (VPNs)
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Remote backup
Remote Support
Voice oier IP (VoIP)
Domain Name Seriice (DNS)

Local Full Fibre Network Initatve
Full fbre coierage in the UK is still iery low (c%) but the goiernment has recognised
the economic importance of this technology and is giiing some support to its
deielopment iia the £200m Local Full Fibre Networks Challenge Fund (LFFN) being
managed by the DCMS with the DfE supporting schools and LAs in bidding for funds.
The money is being released in seieral competitiie waies with public bodies able to
apply who can fharness public sector connectiiity and aggregate priiate sector
demand to stimulate the market to build new and extend existing fbre networks in
their local areas”.
Clearly there is scope here for local authorities to create appropriate projects
and bid for funding which will allow schools to access a full fbre connections at a
reasonable cost. The fund has two primary objectiies the frst of which is certainly
applicable to schoolse fmaximising the aiailability and beneft of gigabit capable
broadband seriices to public sectorl business and residential users”. If schools are
used as local hubs then such LFFN projects could also meet the second objectiie
which is to help improie the business case for the market to proiide more gigabit
capable broadband in the locality.
Schools should be aware of any bids being made by their local authority to
this fund and make the case for their inclusion as sites that should be connected.
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Conclusion
This paper has set out the main issues to be considered when making purchasing
decisions on broadband. In particular we stressed the need to ascertain whether an
upgrade in actually required at any particular point in time. This is not a fonce and
for all” audit i the site’s broadband usage should be regularly (orl preferablyl
continuously) monitored so that the process to purchase an upgraded connection
can begin before it becomes a constraint on pupils or staff.
The school deielopment planning process is critical here. Many of the
seriices that schools use for both teaching & learning and for school management
are either already online or are moiing there. This implies that in order to meet the
future objectiies noted in the deielopment plan a good broadband connection will
be of eier increasing importance. It should also be noted that this decision is not one
to be decided on either speed (ffastest is best”) or cost (fcheapest is best”). Buying
the fastest possible may result in a costlyl under utilised line while the cheapest may
turn out to be unreliable and not deliier the promised bandwidth. As in most things
there is a balance to be strucke reliability is arguably the most important metric as
without it all other seriices become unusable and trust in the school network will be
lost.
There are special considerations with multiisite purchases which haie been
outlinede while there may be cost adiantages to buying as a group of some sort (e.g.
MATl Cluster) there are potential pitfalls which need to be thought through and
resolied with all parties before such a contract in entered into.
From a technical point of iiew we recommend either a Fibre Leased Line or
FTTP based solution (where aiailable) as they both offer a clear upgrade path in the
medium to long term with no additional fset up” costs. A FLL is capable of deliiering
in excess of 1Gbpsl both up and downstreaml which is suitable for the largest
schools while FTTP’s maximum of c30Mbps is adequatel in the medium term at
leastl for most sites.
The exact contract a school enters into will depend on the estimated
requirements at the start of the contract period but must proiide upgrade paths as
demand grows. Each upgrade willl of coursel cost more per month but can be done
fon demand” with no additional set up fees as the infrastructure (i.e. the fbre) is
already in place.
If a FLL is not appropriatel and FTTP is not aiailablel then FTTC is a iiable
alternatiie but there are well known limitations to the speeds aiailable using this
technology.
Finallyl in terms of the actual procurement processl we noted that for many
schools the contract’s ialue will fall below the EU threshold for a full tender but this
may not be the case for larger schools or groups of sites. In such cases the use of an
existing compliant Framework contract (from an RBCl Local Authority or Goiernment
Departmentl for example) will both simplify and signifcantly reduce the cost of the
procurement process.
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Glossary
ADSL

Asymmetric digital subscriber linee a data communications technology that enables faster
data transmission oier copper telephone lines.
(htpse//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asymmetricddigitaldsubscriberdline)

BYOD

Bring Your Own Deiice. The term used to describe the connection of a personallyiowned
deiice (a laptopl smartphone or tablet) to a WiiFi network proiided by a company or other
organisation such as a public libraryl uniiersity or school.

Contenton

A Contended seriice is one where the total aiailable bandwidth is shared between multiple
users. The proiider atempts to maintain the seriice leiel paid for by each customer but at busy times
the deliiered bandwidth may be reduced. The contention ratio is the ratio between the actual
bandwidth capacity of the line and the total bandwidth required to serie eiery user at their
contracted maximum. (htpse//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contentiondratio)

EEA

European Economic Area (htpse//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/EuropeandEconomicdArea)

Fibre Leased Line

Typically unicontended and symmetric. Offers the fastest connection as the fbre is run from
the local exchange to the client premises.

FTTC

Fibre To The Cabinet (htpse//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiberdtodthedx)

FTTP

Fibre to the Premises (htpse//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiberdtodthedx)
NOTEe The term FTTP coiers two distinct technologies and is also used as a product name by
Openreach which can lead to confusion. In this document FTTP is taken to mean fbre from the local
street cabinet to the client premises which is typically a high speedl contendedl asymmetric
connection. FTTP also coiers the Fibre Leased Line (see aboie) where the fbre runs from the local
exchange to the client premises and isl typicallyl an unicontended and symmetric connection.

GDPR

The EU General Data Protection Regulation (htpse//eugdpr.org/)

LAN

Local Area Network i the network infrastructure local to the site. Sol for examplel all the
seriersl switchesl cablingl etc which is within the school up to and including the deiice which
interfaces with the broadband connection (usually a router). (htpse//techterms.com/defnition/lan)

LFFN

Local Full Fibre Networks Challenge Fund
htpse//www.goi.uk/goiernment/publications/localifullifbreinetworksichallengeifund
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NEN
OJEU

The Education Network (htpe//nen.goi.uk/)

Ofcial Journal of the European Union (htpse//www.ojeu.eu/)

PSN

Public Seriices Networke the goiernment’s highiperformance network which helps public
sector organisations work togetherl reduce duplication and share resources.
(htpse//www.goi.uk/goiernment/groups/publiciseriicesinetwork)

RBC

Regional Broadband Consortium i Each RBC is formed from a group of Local Authorities who
work together with the aim of achieiing beter proiisionl ialue for money and performance for
schools than could be achieied indiiidually. Seriices proiided iia RBCs can include EU compliant
framework contractsl broadband proiisioning (i.e. acting as an ISP)l teaching and learning contentl
network seriices (e.g. web hostingl frewallingl DNSl etc).

(A)Symmetric

In the context of published broadband speeds a symmetric broadband connection in one
where the upload and download speeds are the same. An asymmetric connection means that the
download speed isl typicallyl greater than the upload speed.

SLA

Seriice Leiel Agreement i is a commitment between a seriice proiider and a client.
htpse//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seriiceileieldagreement

Tier 1

A Tier 1 proiider is a network at the top leiel of the internet. Tier 1 networks all interconnect
and can reach all major internet connected networks. They form the backbone of the internet.
(htpse//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tierd1dnetwork)

VPN

Virtual Priiate Network (htpse//techterms.com/defnition/ipn)

WAN

Wide Area Network i typically this is a collection of LANs that are connected together into a
single logical structure. The links between LANs may be physical (a direct cable or fbre from one LAN
to another) or Virtual (all LANs connect to the public Internet and use this to set up Virtual Priiate
Network (VPN) between the sites. (htpse//techterms.com/defnition/wan)
Schools may re-use this material, providing that NEN -The Education Network is
acknowledged.
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